
Magnetism is a force experienced by certain metals. 
There are two poles of magnetism - north and south. 
Like poles push each other away but opposite poles pull each other together. 
What is magnetism? 

Magnetism is a force that can be felt by metals such as iron, steel, nickel and cobalt.  These are called ferrous metals. 

Many other metals do not feel the force of magnetism and are non-ferrous.  For example aluminium,  a metal that is often used 
to make cans for fizzy drinks, does not feel the force of magnetism. 

Bar magnets 

Most materials are not magnetic,  but some are.  A magnetic material can be magnetised or will be attracted to a magnet.  A 
bar magnet is a permanent magnet.  This means that its magnetism is there all the time and cannot be turned on or off.  A 
bar magnet has two magnetic poles: 

north pole (or north-seeking pole)  south pole (or south-seeking pole) 
 

Attract and repel 

If you bring two bar magnets together, there are two things that can hap-
pen, attraction and repulsion: 

 if you bring a north pole and a south pole together, they attract and the mag-
nets stick together 

 if you bring two north poles together, or two south poles together, they repel and the magnets push each other away 

We say that opposite poles attract, and like poles repel. 
 

Seeing if it sticks to a magnet is not a good test, because unmagnetised iron, steel, cobalt and nickel objects will also do this. So 
you can only show that an object is a magnet if it repels a known magnet.  



Magnetic fields 

A magnet creates a magnetic field around it. You cannot see 
a magnetic field, but you can observe its effects. A force is 
exerted on a magnetic material brought into a magnetic 
field. The force is a non-contact force because the magnet 
and the material do not have to touch each other. 

Drawing magnetic field      
diagrams 

It would be difficult to draw 
the results from the sort of 
experiment seen in the pho-
tograph, so we draw simple 
magnetic field lines instead. 
In the diagram, note that: 

 each field line has an ar-
rowhead on it 

 the field lines come out 
of the north pole and go 
into the south pole 

 the field lines are more 
concentrated at the 
poles 

The magnetic field is 
strongest at the poles, 
where the field lines are 
most concentrated. 

Field lines also show what 
happens to the magnetic 
fields of two magnets during 
attraction or repulsion. 

Finding magnetic fields 

You can use a plotting compass or iron filings 
to detect a magnetic field: 

1.put a piece of paper over a magnet (this 
stops the iron filings sticking to the magnet) 

2.sprinkle iron filings onto the paper 

3.gently tap the paper to spread the filings 
out 

4.observe and record the results 



The Earth’s magnetism 

The Earth behaves as if it contains a giant mag-
net. It produces a magnetic field in which the 
field lines are most concentrated at the poles. 
This magnetic field can be detected using mag-
netic materials or magnets. 

The       
compass 

A compass 
comprises: 

- a magnetic 
needle 
mounted on 
a pivot (so 
it can turn 
freely) 

- a dial to 
show the 
direction 

The north 
pole (north-
seeking pole) of the compass needle points to-
wards the Earth’s north pole. If the needle 
points to the N on the dial, you know that the 
compass is pointing north. This lets you navigate 
outdoors using a map.  



Electromagnets 

When an electric current flows in a wire, it creates a magnetic field around the wire. 
This effect can be used to make an electromagnet.  A simple electromagnet compris-
es a length of wire turned into a coil and connected to a battery or power supply. 

You can make an electromagnet stronger by doing these things: 

 wrapping the coil around a piece of iron (such as an iron nail) 

 adding more turns to the coil 

 increasing the current flowing through the coil 

There is a limit to how much current can be passed safely 
through the wire because the resistance of the wire causes 
heating. 
Electromagnets have some advantages over permanent magnets. 
For example: 

 they can be turned on and off 

 the strength of the magnetic field can be varied 

These properties make electromagnets useful for picking up 
scrap iron and steel in scrapyards. 

The magnetic field around an electromagnet is just the same as 
the one around a bar magnet. It can, however, be reversed by 
reversing the current (turning the battery around).  



All animals and plants are different from each other. Even members of the 
same species (type) show small differences and no two humans are exactly 
alike. This is called variation. Some features that vary which are easy to 
study in humans are height, mass, hair colour, eye colour and shoe size. 
Continuous variation is when a feature shows many different types e.g. 
height. 
Discontinuous variation is when a feature only shows a few different types 
e.g. human blood groups and whether a person can toll their tongue or not. 
Variation is caused partly by different genes (instructions) that individuals 
inherit from their parents and partly by different environments 
(surrounding) that individuals live in. 

Environment (surroundings) 
Food supply affects the growth rate of 
young animals. Two identical twins have 
the same genes but one may be heavier 
than the other due to eating more food. 
Plants also grow better in soil that has a 
good water and mineral supply. 
Climate affects how animals and plants 
develop. Some animals grow a thicker 
coat if their environment becomes cold-
er. Plants usually grow faster in the sun 
than they do in the shade. A person’s 
skin may become darker (tanned) if they 
are exposed to more sunlight. 

Genetic (inherited) 
The chromosomes hold the genes that control a 
person’s features and how they develop. All 
sperms and ova contains a different set of genes 
therefore every person receives a different 
combination from their parents. 



Humans have changed wild plants and animals by selective breeding. This means picking out 
plants or animals that show the features that humans like. These are then bred together so 
that they pass on their features to the next generation. After many generations the plant or 
animal may look quite different to its wild ancestor. Dogs, cats, pigeons, rabbits, goldfish, farm 
animals and crops have all been produced in this way. Dog breeds have been developed from a 
wild wolf-like ancestor. 

Scientists think that in nature all plants and 
animals have slowly changed over millions of 
years. This is called evolution. Those that 
are best adapted to their environments 
(surrounding) have a better chance of sur-
viving and passing on their features. There-
fore nature is selecting which ones survive 
and breed. This idea is called natural selec-
tion. 


